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TODAY’S  QUOTE







Rallied(Verb) : To (cause to) come together in 

order to provide support or make a shared 

effort

Conspirancy(Noun) : A secret plan by a group 

of people to do something bad or illegal





Prevailing(Adj.) : प्रचलित

Meaning : Existing in a particular place or at a 

particular time

Synonyms: Current , Prevalent

Antonyms : Limited , Private 

Sentence: The bank said it will buy the shares at the 

prevailing market price. 



Stemming(Verb) : प्रलतबंध करना

Meaning : To stop something that is increasing or 

spreading

Synonyms: Emanating , Deriving

Antonyms: Continue , Carry on

Sentence: The strawberries should be stemmed before 

they are tinned.



Deterioration(Noun) : खराब होना

Meaning : To become worse

Synonyms: Demolition , Degradation

Antonyms : Improvement , Growth

Sentence: Mental and physical deterioration both occur 

naturally with age.



Verdict(Noun) : लनर्णय

Meaning : Decision made after a lot of considering

Synonyms: Adjudication , Conclusion

Antonyms: Exoneration , Vindication

Sentence: The jury reached a unanimous verdict of 

'not guilty'.



Delegitimize(Verb) : अमान्य

Meaning : To make something seem not valid or not 

acceptable

Synonyms : Proscribe , Nullify

Antonyms : Sanction , Authorize

Sentence: The intelligence agencies will try to use this 

to delegitimize the authenticity of the evidence that the 

captain was murdered.



Reiterated(Verb) : दोहराया

Meaning : Said, expressed, or done again; repeated

Synonyms : Recapitulate , Ingeminate

Antonyms : Discontinue , Refrain

Sentence: The government has reiterated its refusal to 

compromise with terrorists. 



Counterblast(Noun) : तीव्र प्रलतवाद

Meaning : A forceful reaction to a spoken attack

Synonyms: Response , Riposte

Antonyms: Acceptance

Sentence: Her article was a counterblast to her critics. 



Trenchant(Adj.) : प्रखर

Meaning : Severe, expressing strong criticism or 

forceful opinions

Synonyms: Incisive , Penetrating

Antonyms: Woolly , Vague

Sentence: Sometimes your tone of voice is so trenchant 

that you come across as being a mean person.



Diatribe(Noun) : लववाद

Meaning : An angry, critical speech

Synonyms: Tirade , Criticism

Antonyms: Praise , Compliment

Sentence: He launched into a long diatribe against the 

lack of action in Congress.



WORD POWER



Find Out ?

Antonym of Elicited ?

Hide , Suppress 

Meaning : To draw out something 

hidden, latent, or reserved

Synonyms of Mutations ?

Transformation 

Meaning : The way in which genes 

change and produce permanent 

differences



Find Out ?

Choose the correct antonyms for Efficacy

1. Potency 

2. Adequacy

3. Circumvent 

4. Enervation 

Choose the correct word for Embrace

1. Free

2. Stimatized

3. Cuddle 

4. Release



Find Out ?

Which one is the correct synonym for Concession?

Synonyms : Adjustment , Privilege

What is the meaning of Evade?

Meaning : To escape



Find Out ?

Another word for  Wane :

Dwindle , Diminish

Meaning of Recombinant :

Produced by combining genetic material 

from different places



Find Out ?

What is the Meaning of the word Alliance 

?

A formal agreement or treaty between two 

or more nations to cooperate for specific 

purposes

Antonyms of Ramifications 

Cause , Juncture

Meaning : The possible 

result of a decision or action



Unseemly conflict: On Supreme Court-

government tussle over the Collegium 

system



ARTICLE

The Union government appears determined to turn its conflict with the 

judiciary over judicial appointments into something unseemly. The 

sources of friction are two-fold. One is the daily diatribe by Union Law 

Minister Kiren Rijiju, who appears to have been given an assignment to 

target the Collegium system with trenchant criticism of its known, but 

uncorrected flaws, and top it with unwarranted remarks such as asking 

the Court not to send any files, if it felt it was sitting on them. The 

second is the Government’s strategy of delaying appointments 

recommended by the Collegium as a counterblast to its loss of primacy 

in the matter. A Supreme Court Bench, hearing a contempt petition 

against the Government for not approving names reiterated by the 

Collegium, has wondered whether the Government is not acting on the 

files because the Court did not permit the implementation of the 

National Judicial Appointments Commission. There will be many 

takers for Mr. Rijiju’s central point that the collegium system is 

opaque. 



However, his adverse comments fail to hide the perception that the aim 

may be to delegitimise the Court. The Government is also violating the 

prevailing legal position that a recommendation reiterated by the 

Collegium, after due consideration of its objections, is binding on it.

It is not difficult to bring relations between the judiciary and the executive 

back on track, if only the two sides are willing to address each other’s 

concerns. The Court has a valid point when it says the uncertainty over 

the fate of a recommendation for appointment is resulting in eminent 

lawyers withdrawing their consent or declining invitations to join the 

Bench. There are instances of the Government ignoring even two or three 

reiterations, and of the absence of any communication of objections or 

reservations, if any, that the Government may have about particular 

candidates. If the current trend continues, it is not difficult to conceive of 

a situation in which a major verdict that may go against the Government 

is portrayed by the political leadership as stemming from the hostility of 

the judiciary and not one on merits. 



One way of stopping further deterioration is for the Government to clear 

pending recommendations with due despatch. Another way is for the 

judiciary to begin or agree to a process of reforms in the way the 

Collegium functions, especially with regard to expanding the range of 

consultation and widen the zone of consideration so that the superior 

judiciary, and those it consults, are more diverse and representative of all 

sections. It is also not beyond the realm of possibility for the Government 

to bring about a new constitutional mechanism to make appointments 

without undermining judicial authority.



HOMEWORK Desist

Callousness




